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Abstract: 

This paper proposes to make an investigation into the concept of antinatalism and 

then extend the survey to make a brief review of the concept in world literature and 

philosophy. After that the paper intends to focus on the scope of antinatalism in English 

poetry with special reference to the poems ‘Infant Sorrow’ by William Blake; ‘Before Life 

and After’ and ‘To an Unborn Pauper Child’ by Thomas Hardy; and ‘Prayer Before Birth’ by 

Frederick Louis MacNeice. The study in this way proposes to cover up the development of 

English poetry from Romanticism to High Modernism with a significant entry from 

Victorianism. The paper finally seeks to concentrate on the ontological crises as have been 

faced by man since the dawn of our civilization and the poetic response to this perplexing 

problem through the ages, particularly in English literature. 
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Argument: 

 

Soften your tread. Methinks the earth’s surface is but bodies of the dead,  

Walk slowly in the air, so you do not trample on the remains of God’s servants. 

Abul Ala Al-Ma’arri (973 – 1057) 

This famous Shyari by the blind Arab philosopher and writer encapsulates the spirit of 

antinatalism that has been tantalizing human psyche from the days of Homer. Natalism or the 

pro-birth position has its conceptual basis in Latin ‘natalis’, the adjective form for ‘birth’. 

Antinatalism is a philosophical position that assigns negative value to birth. The first literary 

attestation of antinatalism can be traced back to the Sophoclean concept of “Not to exist” as 

we find recorded in Oedipus at Colonius : “Not to be born, O man, is the highest, the 

greatest word. But if you have seen the light of day, then consider it best to depart as quickly 

as possible whence you came”. Sophocles here echoes the proverbial sentiment traditionally 

ascribed to Homer: “It is best not to be born or, failing that, it is best to pass as soon as 

possible through the gates of Hades”. 
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This philosophical stance of antinatalism of ancient Greece corroborated to by 

Ecclesiastes, Marconites, Encratites, Manicheans, Bogomils and Cathars before the issue was 

taken up by modern Western thinkers like Arthur Schopenhauer, Peter Wessel Zapffe, Seana 

Shiffin, Emanuel Kant and Nietzsche. Hari Singh Gour in The Spirit of Buddhism 

comments on this very aspect of Buddha’s preachings: “Buddha states his propositions in the 

pedantic style of his age. He throws them into a form of stories; but, as such, it is logically 

faulty and all he wishes to convey is this: Oblivious of all the suffering to which life is 

subject, man begets children, and is thus the cause of old age and death. If he would only 

realize what suffering he would add to by his act, he would desist from the procreation of 

children; and so stop the operation of old age and death”. Emanuel Kant held that man should 

never be used as a means to an end, but always be an end in himself. This practical 

imperative was used as a shield by Julio Cabrera, David Benatar and Karim Akerma in their 

argument against procreation. What all these schools and authorities promote is that a new 

life in this world means sending a soul to a painful and dangerous situation, where pleasures 

and positive values are reactive as the person is persistently exposed to disease, injury, 

damage and death, not to talk of despair, dejection, desperation and despondency.  

 

Modern English sensibility developed originally out of the Teutonic races that settled 

in England long after roaming over the continental seas. These pirate forefathers with pagan 

belief were strong and relentless in body and mind, but full of pessimism and melancholia. 

Advent of Christianity had definitely a soothing and positive influence on them, but the 

underlying sense of melancholy always remained in the backdrop of their sensibility. Chaucer 

gave a sense of release to this stark and gloomy sensibility with his sunny humour and zest, 

and Shakespeare modernized the English vision. The Anglo-Saxon zeal for life, however, that 

found a new cultural voice through the Metaphysical poets as the eternal conflict between 

‘Idos’ and ‘Thanatos’ with philosophical investigation into the prospect of ‘Carpe diem’ and 

‘Carpe florem’ found literary expression in their poetry. The centre of gravity was of course 

the post-natal struggle for existence, but the spirit of doubt and distrust in approaching life 

had its sporadic reflections throughout the span of English literature. Shakespeare epitomized 

this skepticism in a number of his plays, and perhaps the most matured English cultural 

expression of antinatalism can be found registered in King Lear.  

 

William Blake, the mystic and visionary, had a steady distrust for empirical 

rationalism of the Enlightenment. He opposed the Enlightenment concept of knowledge being 

derived from experience. He was of the view that the creative imagination, what he called 

‘The Divine Vision’ possessed of the unbounded liberty to conceive something new, 

something that has not yet existed or been done, and the experience from which people learn 

is the experience of trying to do it, to make it become true. Blake held firmly that if there 

were no poetic genius, no creative imagination to invent the new, there could be no access to 
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new knowledge or new ideas. This theoretical subject position led to the making of The 

Songs of Innocence and The Songs of Experience. The poems ‘Infant Joy’ from Innocence 

and ‘Infant Sorrow’ from Experience are contrary in vision and the Experience song, little 

though it is, is one of the first significant poetic comments on antinatalism in English 

literature. Composed in two four-lined stanzas ‘Infant Sorrow’ registers the predicament of 

the infant in this world of experience: fearful of future and oppressed by the role of the father, 

the infant finally settles down into a hypocritical sulking. The very opening couplet of the 

poem strikes the key-note:  

                    My mother groand!  my father wept, 

                    Into the dangerous world I leapt. 

The infant leaps into the ‘dangerous world’ helpless, naked and piping loud like ‘a fiend hit 

in a cloud’. The verbals like ‘struggling’, ‘striving’ and ‘swaddling’ bring home the idea of 

the inhospitable world into which the infant is thrust. The final couplet foreshortens the 

prospect of the lingering effect of the opening of the eyes of imagination of the infant: 

                       Bound and weary I thought best 

                       To sulk upon my mother’s breast. 

The deliberate precision of the song leaves the entire prospect open to our imagination. The 

infant is left at a point where it has already given up real hope and settled into a malevolent 

attitude to the world. It has little chance of escaping the perspectives of the parents. It must 

hide and suppress real desires to be grown up distorted. The child knows that the ‘fiend’ is 

hidden within the ‘cloud’ and it is ‘bound’ but unable to summon the energies to burst these 

bonds or bands. 

 

So ‘Infant Sorrow’ is an expression of romantic agony which, while romanticizing the 

struggling pangs of a child, opens up the vista of our imagination towards antinatalist 

proposition. Blake’s illustration of the song depicts a naked male child on a bed, his arms 

trying to reach out as his mother bends, his father nowhere in the sight. In the first draft of the 

song six more stanzas, all subsequently rejected, developed the theme of rivalry between the 

father and the son. Blake’s effort in the song was to suggest, not to tell. It is left entirely to 

the imagination of the readers to recreate the prospect of the child. Like a prophet only 

suggests and, in the process, leaves space for antinatalist speculation. We are reminded of 

what Arthur Schopenhauer observed in Studies in Pessimism: “If children were brought into 

the world by an act of pure reason alone, would the human race continue to exist? Would not 

a man rather have so much sympathy with the coming generation as to spare it the burden of 

existence, or at any rate not take it upon himself to impose that burden upon it in cold 

blood?” 
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The great Romantics and their Victorian counterparts were seldom happy with life 

and they tried, in their several ways, to romanticize the nature of human struggle with the 

prospect of imaginative recreation of truth. While most of them accepted things with 

Christian serenity, Thomas Hardy, echoing at times Blake and Shelley, recorded a different 

voice in his poetry. Known chiefly for his Wessex novels, Hardy lost faith in Christianity and 

was drawn increasingly towards the pre-Christian Greek world view. He started reading 

ancient Greek tragedies under the influence of Horace Moule, and his poems, more than his 

novels, highlight the concerns he had gleaned from readings and observations. He became 

increasingly aware of human misery and loneliness, and his fatalism stemmed from the hard 

realization of an uncaring universe and the role of chance in human life as he observed in his 

Preface to Poems of the Past and the Present: Poems of Pilgrimage (1901): “The road to a 

true philosophy of life seems to lie in humbly recording diverse phenomenon as they are 

forced upon us by chance or change”. 

 

Hardy composed a number of pessimistic, fatalistic and existential poems of which 

poems like ‘Before Life and After’ and ‘To an Unborn Pauper Child’ definitely express his 

antinatalist stance. The first one is a short lyric that makes a stark contrast between the 

prospects suggested in the title. Before the birth of consciousness all went well as there was 

no sickness, love or loss. Hardy continues in the first stanza:  

                            None knew regret, starved hope, or heart-burnings; 

                             None cared whatever crash or cross 

                              Brought wrack to things. 

There was no tongue-wailing, no heart wrung, no sense stung. But with the consciousness of 

life everything changed, as Hardy records in the final stanza: 

                                But the disease of feeling germed, 

                                 And primal rightness took the tint of wrong; 

                                  Ere nescience shall be reaffirmed 

                                   How long, how long? 

This spirit of negation of life finds more complex expression in the poem ‘To an Unborn 

Pauoer Child’. The poem was occasioned by Hardy’s chance reading of the record of a petty 

session in Dorchester Magistrate Court in which a pregnant pauper woman was given verdict 

to must go to the Union-House to have her baby. The poem was published in Hardy’s 

collection Poems of the Past and the Present: Poems of Pilgrimage in 1901. The poetic 

persona begins with a shocking injunction: 

                                      Breathe not, hid heart: cease silently. 

The child in the womb of the pauper mother is advised to sleep the eternal sleep though the 

hour of birth is fast approaching. The unborn infant is warned of the doomsters and deities of 

fate. The prospects of ‘songsinging’ are limited as happy moments are blighted by fearful 

spectres. The experience of this world suggests that laughter fails, greetings die in the throat, 
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hope dwindles and faiths lose their impact. The injunction becomes more specific in the 

second stanza: 

                                  Had I the ear of wombed souls 

                                  Ere their terrestrial chart unrolls, 

                                  And thou wert free 

                                  To cease, or be, 

                                  Then would I tell thee all I know, 

                                  And put it to thee: Wilt thou take Life so? 

As no such forewarnings stop the child from making ignorant entry into life, it will 

necessarily have to experience all hazards and ordeals. The sympathetic poetic voice can do 

very little as ‘No man can change the common lot to rare’. The final stanza of the poem 

registers hope against hope. As the birth of the child is inevitable, and the child will find 

human beings unreasoning, sanguinary and visionary; the poetic persona can only hope for 

the best for the would-be new-born: 

                                Health, love, friends, scope 

                                 In full for thee; can dream thou’lt find  

                                Joys seldom yet attained by humankind. 

Starkly pessimistic tone of the poem with fatalism as the shaping spirit renders it antinatalist. 

The poem assures no good earth for the yet-to-be-born child, and the poetic concept of the 

Fate as Doomster and Time as Wraiths lend the poetic vision a note of ominous determinism. 

The poem conveys the sadness of life and mirrors the pathos encapsulated by Virgil as ‘sunt 

lacrimae rerum’ meaning ‘There are tears in things’.  

 

Modernist Movement had its advent with a note of dissent towards the existing poetic 

tradition. French Symbolism and American Imagism paved the way for a complex, allusive 

and polyphonic poetry that addressed the despair and despondency of modern existence with 

a distinct myth and rhetoric. Existentialism and Surrealism further complicated the modernist 

vision which, with angst and ennui, found adequate expression in poetry dealing with the 

existential crises. If Eliot’s The Wasteland epitomized this new spirit of ontological quest, 

poetry of W.H. Auden, Louis MacNeice, Cecil Day Lewis and Stephen Spendour 

underpinned, often ironically, the ambitions and frustrations of life in modern metropolis. 

 

Frederck Louis MacNeice, the Irish poet and playwright, was a member of the 1930s 

poets that comprised Auden, Spendour and Day Lewis. MacNeice is appreciated for his 

relaxed but emotionally aware style. With keen sense of Irish roots, he never committed 

himself to politics like his English compatriots, and was concerned more with perennially 

important human issues. His poem ‘Prayer Before Birth’ is a representative modernist poem 

on antinatalism. Composed in free-verse  with varied stanza form, the poem is a submission 
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from a child before its birth. The key-note of the poem is ‘I am not yet born’, and the very 

first stanza brings home the message with a mighty impact: 

I am not yet born; O hear me. 

Let not the bloodsucking bat or 

The rat or the stoat or the  

Club-footed ghoul come near me. 

Following the favourite modernist device of irony MacNeice presents the unborn infant as 

‘world-wise’ and, in the process, subverts the conventional poetic sentiment. The child needs 

consolation as it is apprehensive of sinister human designs: it might be walled, doped, lured 

to lies or rolled in bloodbaths. The child makes a catalogue of ironical demands like fresh 

water, green grass, living trees, sky and birds and white light as the guiding force . The Book 

of Common Prayers is alluded to when the child seeks forgiveness for its prospective mortal 

sins, words, thoughts, treason and its own inevitable death. Then comes the devastating piece 

of irony:           

  I am not yet born; rehearse me 

In the parts I must play and the 

cues I must take when  

old men lecture me, bureaucrats 

hector me, and mountains 

frown at me, lovers laugh at me, 

the white 

waves call me to folly and the  

desert calls 

me to doom and the beggar 

refuses 

my gift and my children curse me. 

The child is all against the man who is beast or the one who deems himself God. The child 

also seeks precaution against forces that might take away its humanity by means of war or 

other mechanism. The child, even before birth, negates all the negative pulls proverbially out 

to dehumanize mortal existence with various mechanisms – emotional, psychological, social, 

political or spiritual. The poem ends with the typical finale of a modernist poem: 

Let them not make me a stone 

and let them not spill me.  

Otherwise kill me. 

Antinatalism is the shaping spirit of the poem that resituates the traditional philosophy in 

modern perspective and creates the effect artistically. The poem gains greater significance 

when we appreciate it in the backdrop of the hecatomb of World War I and the atomic 

holocaust of World War II. The effect gets harsher when we look at the bleak reality that 

about forty million children are maltreated each year in this God-created world. Perhaps this 
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bleaker side of the reality compelled Gustav Flaubert to take a firm atinatalist stand: “The 

idea of bringing someone into the world fills me with horror. I would curse myself if I were a 

father. A son of mine! Oh no, no, no! May my entire flesh perish and may I transmit to no 

one the aggravations of existence’.  

 

Negation of life, in this way, finds expression in English poetry in various avenues of 

thought and speculation. If Shelley finds this world a ‘dim vast vale of tears, vacant and 

desolate’ in his “Hymn to Intellectual Beauty”, and Keats summed up life in this world in the 

celebrated third stanza of “Ode to A Nightingale”; perhaps the most philosophical injunction 

was put forward by Mathew Arnold in “Dover Beach” :  

Ah, love, let us be true 

To one another! for the world, which seems 

To lie before us like a land of dreams, 

So various, so beautiful, so new, 

Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light, 

Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain; 

And we are here on a darkling plain 

Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight’ 

Where ignorant armies clash by night. 

 

The seeds of antinatalism had the germination, and with the passage of time, it took more 

focused turn in English poetry. We may conclude with the famous observation made by 

Philip Larkin in ‘This Be The Verse’ : 

Man hands on misery to man. 

It deepens like a coastal shelf. 

Get out as early as you can, 

And don’t have any kids yourself. 
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